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We recently presented a new asynchronous demodulation method for phase-sampling interferometry. The method
is based in the principal component analysis (PCA) technique. In the former work, the PCA method was derived
heuristically. In this work, we present an in-depth analysis of the PCA demodulation method. © 2011 Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes: 100.5070, 100.2650.

Recently a novel asynchronous phase-shifting method
based on principal component analysis (PCA) was pre-
sented [1]. PCA is a mathematical procedure that uses
an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observa-
tions of possibly correlated variables into a set of values
of uncorrelated variables called principal components [2].
In image processing, the PCA algorithm is used to reduce
an image set composed by a number of possible corre-
lated images to an uncorrelated image group composed
by the principal components [3]. The PCA algorithm is
an efficient technique for extracting the uncorrelated
information of a given image set.
Suppose that we have N images of size Nx × Ny. This

image set can be expressed as

x ¼ ½x1; x2;…; xN �T ; ð1Þ
where xn is a column vector with length M ¼ Nx × Ny
whose elements are taken columnwise from the nth im-
age. In Eq. (1), T denotes the transposing operation and x
is an N ×M matrix. The first step of the PCA algorithm
consists of obtaining the covariance matrix C from x as

C ¼ ðx −mxÞðx −mÞT : ð2Þ
In Eq. (2), mx has the same size as x. All the elements in
each column of mx correspond to the mean value of the
respective column of x. As C is a real and symmetric N ×
N matrix, it is always diagonalizable. Frommatrix theory,
the covariance matrix can be diagonalized as

D ¼ UCUT; ð3Þ
whereD is the diagonalized covariance andU is an ortho-
gonal transformation matrix, both of size N × N . Practi-
cally, this diagonalization process can be performed

using the singular value decomposition method [4,5].
Once the covariance matrix is diagonalized, the principal
components are obtained from U , x, and mx by

y ¼ Uðx −mxÞ: ð4Þ

Recently, the PCA algorithm has been used in phase-
shifting interferometry (PSI) [1] to obtain the modulating
phase of a fringe pattern sequence with no information
about the different phase shifts (asynchronous phase de-
tection). In [1], it was shown that the PCA demodulating
method is more accurate and fast than the self-calibrating
advanced iterative algorithm [6]. However, in [1], the de-
monstration of the PCA fringe demodulation method was
heuristic and no analytical analysis was provided. In this
work, we give an analytical demonstration and we show
the implicit approximations used by the PCA and their
practical consequences.

In PSI, an interferogram sequence can be described
using the following expression:

Inðx; yÞ ¼ Sðx; yÞ þ Bðx; yÞ cosðΦðx; yÞ þ δnÞ; ð5Þ

where Inðx; yÞ, Sðx; yÞ, and Bðx; yÞ are the intensity map,
the background, and the contrast map at pixel ðx; yÞ, re-
spectively. Φðx; yÞ is the modulating phase and δn is the
nth phase step. If we rearrange every interferogram as a
column vector taken columnwise from the nth image, we
can rewrite Eq. (5) as

In;k ¼ Sk þ Bk cosðΦk þ δnÞ; ð6Þ

where k ¼ ½1;…; M � is the pixel index and n ¼ ½1;…; N � is
the image index, withM the total number of pixels and N
the number of phase-shifted images. From Eq. (6) we can
form the data matrix introduced in Eq. (1) as

x ¼
0
@ S1 þ B1 cosðΦ1 þ δ1Þ S2 þ B2 cosðΦ2 þ δ1Þ … SM þ BM cosðΦM þ δ1Þ

… …

S1 þ B1 cosðΦ1 þ δNÞ S2 þ B2 cosðΦ2 þ δNÞ … SM þ BM cosðΦM þ δNÞ

1
A; ð7Þ
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where xn ¼ ½S1 þ B1 cosðΦ1 þ δnÞ;…; SM þ BM cosðΦMþ
δnÞ�T is an M × 1 vector. From x we can obtain the back-
ground filtered version as ~x ¼ x −mx. Taking into ac-
count that the background is a smooth signal, mx is a
good estimation of the background illumination term:

fmxgk ¼
1
N

X
n

In;k ≈ Sk: ð8Þ

Therefore, ~x can be expressed as

~x ¼
0
@ B1 cosðΦ1 þ δ1Þ B2 cosðΦ2 þ δ1Þ … BM cosðΦM þ δ1Þ

… …

B1 cosðΦ1 þ δNÞ B2 cosðΦ2 þ δNÞ … BM cosðΦM þ δNÞ

1
A: ð9Þ

The elements of ~x can be rewritten as ~xn;k ¼ anuk þ bnvk
with an ¼ cos δn, bn ¼ − sin δn, uk ¼ Bk cosΦk, and
vk ¼ Bk sinΦk, and the covariance matrix is given by

Cij ¼
XM
k¼1

ðaiuk þ bivkÞðajuk þ bjvkÞ: ð10Þ

Expanding Eq. (10) we have

Cij ¼
XM
k¼1

aiajukuk þ 2aibjukvk þ bibjvkvk: ð11Þ

If we define Aij ¼ aiaj, Eij ¼ 2aibj , and Fij ¼ bibj,
Eq. (11) is rewritten as

Cij ¼
XM
k¼1

Aijukuk þ Eijukvk þ Fijvkvk: ð12Þ

If we have more than one fringe in the field of view,
Eq. (12) can be simplified making the following
approximations:

XM
k¼1

ukvk ¼
XM
k¼1

B2
k cosΦk sinΦk ≪

XM
k¼1

ukuk

¼
XM
k¼1

B2
kcos

2Φk;

XM
k¼1

ukvk ¼
XM
k¼1

B2
k cosΦk sinΦk ≪

XM
k¼1

vkvk

¼
XM
k¼1

B2
ksin

2Φk: ð13Þ

In this case, the covariance matrix is given by

C ¼ αAþ βF; ð14Þ

where A and F are N × N matrixes of the form

A ¼ ½ cos δ1 … cos δN �T ½ cos δ1 … cos δN �;
F ¼ ½ sin δ1 … sin δN �T ½ sin δ1 … sin δN �; ð15Þ

and α, β are the following scalars: α ¼ P
M
k¼1 ukuk and

β ¼ P
M
k¼1 vkvk. Matrices A and F come from the product

of a vector by itself, so they have rank one. In conse-
quence, they have a single eigenvalue and eigenvector.
As the trace is a matrix invariant, the eigenvalues of A
and F are given by

λA ¼
XN
i¼1

cos2δi; λF ¼
XN
i¼1

sin2δi; ð16Þ

and the two unique eigenvectors are

wA ¼ ½cos δ1;…; cos δN �
λA

; wF ¼ ½sin δ1;…; sin δN �
λF

:

ð17Þ
It is easy to check that both eigenvalues and eigenvectors
fulfill AwA ¼ λAwA and FwF ¼ λFwF . From Eq. (14), we
have that the covariance matrix has rank two and we
need to obtain its two eigenvectors. If the phase steps
are well distributed in the ½0; 2πL� range, with L as an in-
teger, we can approximate that

XN
n¼1

cos δn sin δn ≅ 0; ð18Þ

and, therefore,

AwF ¼ 0; FwA ¼ 0: ð19Þ
In this case, the two eigenvectors of the covariance ma-
trix are given by w1 ¼ wA and w2 ¼ wF with eigenvalues
λ1 ¼ αλA and λ2 ¼ βλF . From these eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors, we can compose the diagonal covariance matrix
D and the orthogonal transformation matrix U . The un-
ique nonzero values of D will be D11 ¼ λ1 and D22 ¼ λ2.
Additionally, the first and second rows of U correspond
to w1 and w2. Once we have obtained the transformation
matrix U , we can determine the principal components
from Eq. (4) from the first and second columns of y as

y1;k ¼
XN
n¼1

Bk cosðΦk þ δnÞ cos δn;

y2;k ¼
XN
n¼1

Bk cosðΦk þ δnÞ sin δn: ð20Þ

Following the approximation given by Eq. (18), we obtain

y1;k ≅ Bk cosΦk; y2;k ≅ −Bk sinΦk: ð21Þ
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Finally, the modulating phase can be obtained as

Φk ¼ arctan

�
−y2;k
y1;k

�
: ð22Þ

This result has a very interesting interpretation. Equa-
tion (20) is the same result that one will obtain by apply-
ing the classical least-squares method [6] with known
phase shifts δn. In our case, the δn are obtained from
the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix and are given
by Eq. (17). From this point of view, the PCAmethod con-
sists of two steps. First, the phase shifts are estimated
from the covariance matrix and, second, the phase is de-
modulated using the least-squares solution. The analyti-
cal derivation depends on the approximations given by
Eqs. (8), (13), and (18). In a real experiment, neither
of them will be fully accomplished. In this case, the rank
of the covariance matrix will be no longer two but some-
thing bigger. That means that there will be more than two
uncorrelated principal components that will carry infor-
mation about temporal processes other than the phase-
shift variation. As was shown in [1], the typical value for
the ratio between the first two eigenvalues and the next is
in the range ½10−2; 10−3�, indicating the ability of the PCA

method to obtain the first two uncorrelated components
as given by Eq. (21).

As a summary, we have presented the analytical de-
monstration of the PCA demodulation method that relies
on the three approximations given by Eqs. (8), (13), and
(18). First, the temporal average over the interferogram
sequence should be a good estimation of the background
term. Second, the approximations shown in Eq. (13) have
to be fulfilled. These approximations imply that there
must be more than one fringe in the interferograms.
Finally, Eq. (18) assumes that the different phase shifts
must be well distributed in the ½0; 2Lπ� interval range with
L as an arbitrary positive integer.
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